ES4200 Accessories

Surface Mount Boxes  **DSI part number S2, S3**
* Space inside for wiring
* Mounts directly to wall surface
* 2 gang, 3 gang

*For specifications see accessories page 1*

Door Contact  **DSI part number DC/HS30, DC/SD80**
* Surface mount or recessed
* White

*For specifications see accessories page 2, 3*

Power Supply  **DSI part number PS/AC16**
* Basic surge protection
* LED power indicator

*For specifications see accessories page 5*

Extra Keys  **DSI part number K-1**
* Double bit key
* 2 keys included

**DSI part number K-2**
* Barrel key
* 2 keys included

**DSI part number K-3**
* Rim cylinder key
* 1 key included

**DSI part number K-5**
* Medeco key
* 1 key included

**DSI part number K-6**
* DPDT
* 2 keys included

ES4200 Options

Key Switch Options
* K0 No key switch
* K1 Double Bit
* K2 Barrel
* K3 Rim hardware with cylinder
* K4 Rim hardware without cylinder
* K5 Medeco
* K6 DPDT
* K7 Rim hardware with interchangeable core cylinder

*For specifications see accessories page 1*